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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ORIGINAL AND FAKE 

SEAT BELTS SABELT 

1. Brand/ logo – small black - red („annual“) logo is

no more in use for 15 years

2. Stitchings pattern – original is just with one crossing – look at

the pictures

3. Buckle – after unfastening of all harnesses points, stay

ORIGINAL fasten on lower harnesses, i.e. 5. a 6. point (by

FAKE stay on sideways point)
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4. Colour of the buckle:

- by the streak BASIC – iron with black plastic shield

- by the streak STEEL – aluminium, whole silver (combination of

aluminium and plastic shield is no more produced since 2012!)
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5. FIA hologram – always on one of the shoulder harnesses,

valid for harnesses produced since 1/1 2013, it means:

Belts valid until end of the year 2017 DON´T HAVE a

hologram. Belts valid at least until end of the year 2018 MUST

HAVE a hologram.

Made by Sabelt S.p.A.  



      Note´s

Box: Glossy paper and no label with the PO. Low quality of the pictures to the left. No instruction 
book in the box.  
CORRECT

Webbing looks coarser and the stitching is very different. 
CORRECT stitching patter is different.

The buckle is fixed to one of the hip straps. The buckle doesn´t look as any of the buckles you are 
produced today and it´s different on the backside, Sabelt and ITALY is readable from the same 
direction 
CORRECT, actually the buckle can be attached to a lap strap but usually our standard belts are 
attached to crotches.
 
No FIA hologram. Black FIA-label FIA D 124. 1/98, on all Sabelt harnesses I have in stock it´s FIA 
D 120. 1/98   
Actually D-124/98 is a valid Sabelt homologation number, but that is the Formula style 
homologation therefore they put the wrong FIA number on this belt.
 
Adjusters, ringbolts and hooks have no id / PO-number and the quality looks?????? There is no 
hole for a split pin in the hook. 
CORRECT
Tongue attached to buckle. The shape of the tongue is different from original.
Buckle.  The black buckle is no longer in production since a few years, therefore impossible to 
have a 2015 dated belt with that buckle
Homologation tag. The material of the FIA label is clearly different from ours. 


	Tom sida



